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ABSTRACT

Objective: Safe care of central venous access devices (CVAD) requires clinicians be able to identify key CVAD properties from insertion until safe removal. Our objective was to design and evaluate interfaces to improve CVAD documentation quality and information retrieval.

Materials and Methods: We applied user-centered design (UCD) to CVAD property documentation interfaces. We measured expert agreement and front-line clinician accuracy in retrieving key properties in CVADs documented pre- and postimplementation.

Results: The new approach (1) optimized searches for line types, (2) enabled discrete entry of key properties which propagated to the display name, and (3) facilitated error correction by experts. Expert agreement on key CVAD properties improved from 42% to 83% ($P < 0.01$). Frontline nurses’ perception of key CVAD properties improved from 31% to 86% ($P < 0.01$). Ease of use scores improved from 15/100 to 80/100 ($P < 0.01$).

Conclusions: UCD significantly improved data quality and nurse perception of CVAD properties to guide subsequent care.
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Lay Summary

Central venous access devices (CVADs) are inserted into the deep central veins to enable safe administration of fluids, medications, and other therapies to the bloodstream. Safe care of CVAD requires clinicians be able to identify key CVAD properties. We report the design and implementation of a new interface for CVAD documentation in the electronic health record using a user-centered design (UCD) approach. The new design optimized search for line types, enabled discrete entry of key properties that propagated to display names, and facilitated error correction by experts. Our evaluation found that the new approach was efficient, easy to use, and it significantly improved the quality of CVAD documentation and provider awareness of CVAD properties.
BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE

Central venous access devices (CVADs) are inserted into the deep central veins to enable safe administration of fluids, blood products, medications, and other therapies to the bloodstream. CVADs have numerous properties that are specific to certain clinical scenarios—for example, implanted ports or tunneled, cuffed catheters are more appropriate for patients requiring long-term central venous access (eg, cancer), whereas peripherally inserted central catheters (PICCs) are more useful for shorter treatment courses (eg, antibiotics).1 CVAD complications, including bleeding, thrombosis, and infections, result in thousands of deaths and billions of dollars in costs each year.2 Reducing these complications depends on implementing best practices for the insertion, maintenance, and removal of CVADs.

Insertion bundles and checklists in the electronic health record (EHR) have reduced central line-associated bloodstream infections (CLABSi).3,4 Daily inspection of the insertion site, documentation of ongoing need for the catheter, and appropriate flushing and locking strategies can also reduce CLABsi and thrombosis rates.5–8 Safe removal of CVADs depends on knowing if the line is cuffed and/or tunneled.9 Clinicians must therefore be able to identify if a CVAD is high-flow or low-flow, tunneled or non-tunneled, cuffed or non-cuffed, and if the material is polyurethane or silicone.10 However, in an internal audit of CVAD-related safety events, we found these properties were frequently missing from the EHR. Hence, there is a requirement to improve EHR design for easy CVAD documentation and retrieval of key property information.

OBJECTIVE

Adopt user-centered design (UCD) to (1) understand sociotechnical challenges in CVAD documentation quality and (2) design new EHR interfaces and evaluate the effectiveness, efficiency, and usefulness of these designs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The study was deemed nonhuman subjects research as a quality improvement project by our health system’s IRB.

Phase 1—user and task analysis and formative testing

We first conducted a user and task analysis11 to understand how front-line and expert users entered and retrieved information for CVAD care. We performed semi-structured interviews with expert providers including interventional radiology (IR) physicians, surgeons, nurses, and IR techs. We also reviewed institutional policies for CVAD care. Next, we developed a candidate design and performed formative usability testing with front-line nurses and IR techs. We adopted a think-aloud protocol12 and observed line documentation in simulations using a test EHR with identical functionalities, and (3) was easy to use.

Documentation practices

The changes were implemented on September 16, 2020. In addition to the interface change within the EHR, nurses were educated about CVAD key properties including EHR changes through existing operational venues and required computer-based training. We randomly identified 50 CVADs documented preimplementation (placed between July 1, 2020 and July 31, 2020) and 50 CVADs documented postimplementation (placed between October 1, 2020 and October 30, 2020). Five vascular access expert clinicians reviewed the patient chart to identify if key CVAD properties (flow, tunneled, cuffed, and material) were documented correctly. Each chart was reviewed by 2 experts, with one expert reviewer acting as an adjudicator. We calculated the proportion of CVADs with missing documentation of key properties as well as inter-reviewer agreement.

Clinician awareness of CVAD properties

Two months after the implementation, we asked frontline clinicians to identify key properties for 4 CVADs (different for each participant) randomly selected from the pool of CVADs reviewed by experts. Each participant reviewed 2 CVADs documented with the original design (preimplementation) and 2 with the new design (postimplementation). We measured if participants could identify the key properties using EHR documentation alone and compared it with the gold standard identified from expert reviews (Figure 1).

Ease of use

Participants reported subjectively how easy or difficult it was to identify key properties for each CVAD using a 100-point sliding scale (0 Hard—100 Easy). We also asked participants for qualitative feedback on the original and new design and member-checked specific quotations.

RESULTS

Phase 1—user and task analysis and formative testing

A total of 14 clinicians (5 bedside nurses, 3 surgical nurses, 3 IR techs, 3 physicians) participated in the user and task analysis. We identified 3 primary user roles: line placers, line documenters, and line care providers. The same individual could act in one or more of these 3 roles, but we found different interactions between these roles in different care settings (eg, IR vs. Surgery). In our task analysis, we identified 5 key line properties to guide downstream care including flow (high vs low), tunneled (tunneled vs nontunneled), cuffed (cuffed vs non cuffed), line type (PICC vs Port vs CVL vs Vascath vs Permacath), and material (polyurethane vs silicone). However, information about these key properties was available to each user role at different times depending on their workflow and level of expertise.

Formative usability testing led to several insights informing the new design. We determined that clinicians were mostly familiar with lines based on package names: for example, “Vascath,” “Permacath,” “CVL,” “PICC,” “Port,” “Apheresis Port,” or “Vortex Port.” Users often searched “CVL” no matter what line type they were told was placed in simulated case scenarios. Clinicians often chose the wrong line type because it showed up on the list of their search and had the right number of lumens. Less experi-
enced users and those who document the CVAD after a patient returns from surgery or is transferred from an outside hospital often did not have easy access to the person who placed the CVAD originally or the original line packaging. Thus, interim designs using a forcing function to ensure documentation of all key properties led to participants selecting the wrong options even when they were in doubt so they could carry on with clinical care. The insights from formative usability testing are summarized in Supplementary Appendix S2.

**New design**

First, we standardized CVAD nomenclature to use generic, descriptive, and easy to identify terms for frontline users. We also attached synonyms to all CVADs for commonly used search terms, such as “CVAD” and “CVL”. Second, we created discrete questions for the key properties flow, tunneled, cuffed, and material. We used capital letters in these questions to indicate their importance but did not use a hard stop and allowed options for “unknown”. Third, we surfaced responses to the key property questions in the CVAD display name to facilitate perception by downstream users (Supplementary Figures S1–S3). Finally, to accommodate incomplete documentation by front-line users, we created a dashboard for experts using Schneiderman’s visualization mantra.3 The dashboard included an overview of all CVADs in the hospital, an ability to zoom into incompletely documented CVADs, filter by line type and hospital campus (Supplementary Figure S4), and view details on demand to update the documentation (Supplementary Figure S5).

**Phase 2—evaluation**

A total of 5 expert reviews (3 pre- and 2 postimplementation) were lost in data collection. The distribution of line types is shown in Supplementary Appendix S3. Expert reviewers’ agreement on CVAD properties improved significantly \( P < 0.01 \) from 42% preimplementation to 83% postimplementation. Improvements were significant for all key CVAD properties (Table 1). Experts were unable to identify at least one key property even after adjudication in 53% (25/47) of CVADs preimplementation compared with 6% (3/48) postimplementation \( (P < 0.01) \).

Thirteen frontline clinicians participated in the evaluation, each reviewing 2 CVADs pre and postimplementation. Frontline clinician identification of CVAD key properties improved significantly \( P < 0.01 \) from 31% (22/72) to 86% (90/93). Improvements were significant for all key CVAD properties (Table 2). Frontline users were unable to identify at least one key property in 88% (23/26) of CVADs preimplementation compared with 35% (9/26) postimplementation. Frontline clinicians’ subjective ratings of ease of identifying key properties improved significantly from 15/100 to 80/100 \( P < 0.01 \) (Table 2).

Participants provided positive feedback describing the new design as objective, efficient, and easier to use:

1. “Usually we ask the handoff nurse about tunneled or not but this new design makes it more objective.”
2. “Really helpful without having to look into op notes (operation note), great to have it right in the flowsheets. Sometimes it may or may not be there in the op notes.”
3. “This one is easy, there is no question, everything is in the header.”

**DISCUSSION**

A novel EHR design significantly improved CVAD documentation quality and information retrieval by (1) optimizing searches for line types, (2) enabling discrete entry of key properties which propagate to the display name, and (3) facilitating error correction by experts. In the absence of these systems, users inconsistently documented key properties and even vascular access experts could not retrieve all the important information in most cases. The information retrieval process prior to implementation was also much more complicated for frontline clinicians needing to make decisions on CVAD care and re-
Table 1. Expert clinician agreement on properties documented in EHR pre- and postdocumentation redesign

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Percent agreement</th>
<th>Cohens Kappa</th>
<th>Number unidentified</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>Pre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow</td>
<td>62% (29/47)</td>
<td>94% (45/48)</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunneled</td>
<td>50% (14/28)</td>
<td>81% (29/36)</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuffed</td>
<td>45% (21/47)</td>
<td>85% (41/48)</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>15% (7/47)</td>
<td>71% (34/48)</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>42% (71/169)</td>
<td>83% (149/180)</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: When both experts indicated that they could not identify the property, it was considered disagreement because they could not “agree” on property of the line.

Table 2. Subjective ease of identification and accuracy of properties identified by front-line nurses in EHR pre- and postdocumentation redesign

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Preimplementation</th>
<th>Postimplementation</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy of properties identified by frontline nurses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow</td>
<td>12/23 (52%)</td>
<td>25/26 (96%)</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunneled</td>
<td>4/15 (27%)</td>
<td>16/17 (94%)</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuffed</td>
<td>5/21 (24%)</td>
<td>17/26 (65%)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>1/13 (8%)</td>
<td>22/24 (96%)</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>22/72 (31%)</td>
<td>80/93 (86%)</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number not identified by frontline nurses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow</td>
<td>10/23 (43%)</td>
<td>1/26 (4%)</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunneled</td>
<td>10/15 (67%)</td>
<td>1/17 (6%)</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuffed</td>
<td>15/21 (71%)</td>
<td>8/26 (31%)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>12/13 (92%)</td>
<td>2/24 (8%)</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>23/26 (88%)</td>
<td>9/26 (35%)</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of identification and use of flowsheet template</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunneled</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuffed</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Difficulty rating scale of 0–100 was used (0 Difficult, 100 Easy). When a participant did not find a property score of 0 was used to represent difficulty. P-values for “Accuracy of properties identified by frontline nurses” and “Number not identified by frontline nurses” are based on χ² test of equal proportions; P-values for “Ease of identification and use of flowsheet template” are based on Student’s t tests.

Table 2. Subjective ease of identification and accuracy of properties identified by front-line nurses in EHR pre- and postdocumentation redesign

Conclusion

UCD of the CVAD documentation process led to significant improvements in data quality and nurse perception of key line properties to guide subsequent care. To achieve these goals, the final design combined improved searching, discrete questions for key properties that propagated to the display name, and a report for experts to fix gaps and errors. Future work should leverage documentation to support nursing adherence to CVAD care guidelines downstream in the workflow and determine the effect of these changes on clinical outcomes and CVAD safety.
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